Noisy & Rowdy
Can include....

- Shouting
- Swearing
- Fighting
- Smoking
- Drinking alcohol

....in public places
Intimidation

Meaning....

‘Acting in way that is threatening or violent, which causes people, including when they’re inside their home, to feel scared, worried or distressed’.
Harassment

Meaning….

‘Any persistent behaviour which causes people, including when they’re inside their home, to feel scared, worried or distressed’
Hate Crime

Meaning….

‘Any behaviour which is deliberately targeted at someone because of their race, religion, gender, disability, age or sexuality
Verbal Abuse

Meaning....

Shouting, swearing or using offensive words at people in public, or to those inside their home, to make them feel scared, worried or distressed’.
Reckless Driving

Can include....

- Racing fast along streets
- Careless skidding
- Revving the engine loudly
- Groups of cars meeting up, being loud and playing music
Littering

Can include:

- Throwing rubbish on the ground or into people’s garden
- Dumping large amounts of rubbish in public places
- Throwing rubbish out of cars
Vandalism & Criminal Damage

Can include....

- ANY type of deliberate damage to property which does NOT belong to you!!
- Graffiti
Animal Nuisance

Can include:

- Fouling
- Persistent loud barking
- Using a dog to make threats
- Letting dog off lead